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To be FAIR!
Article in Nature journal Scientific Data: Wilkinson, M. D. et al. The 
FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and 
stewardship. Sci. Data 3:160018 doi: 10.1038/sdata.2016.18 (2016).
Why do we process data?
To be FAIR...
● Add spatio-temporal context
○ date/time (ISO 8601), timezones
○ lat, lon
○ depth
● Correct quality issues
○ Inconsistent formatting
○ corrupt data characters
○ data gaps
○ invalid species names
○ typos
● Reformat for reusability
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What is Frictionless Data?
● A collection of specifications and software for the 
publication, transport, and consumption of data. 
● Emphasizes platform-agnostic interoperability 
● Shortens the path from data to insight
From https://frictionlessdata.io/
Why use datapackage-pipelines?
https://github.com/frictionlessdata/datapackage-pipelines
● Standardize data processing steps for tabular data 
e.g. joins, find and replace, add/remove columns, unpivot
● Automatic provenance generation
○ pipeline-spec.yaml
○ datapackage.json
● Facilitate reproducibility
● Allows flexibility to write custom processors in python
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● Give data managers a more immersive experience
○ visualize data 
○ statistics calculation
● Reduce dataset processing time
○ avoid hand-writing pipeline-spec.yaml or python scripts
○ eliminate syntax issues
○ reduce repetitive tasks
● Add custom metadata to pipeline -> imporve provenance capture
● Remove barrier of programming ability
● Add capabilities not currently in datapackage-pipeline
● custom processors
Why did we build on datapackage-pipelines?
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pipeline-web step to set types:
● Select resource (tabular dataset)
● View inferred types
● Override / supply formats as 
needed
● View output with types
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What are we working towards?
● Release of an open-source community version of the BCO-DMO pipeline 
UI, custom processors, and statistics calculator.
● Allow the public to re-run pipelines, or build upon existing pipelines. 
● Validation and QA/QC using goodtables
● Continue working closely with Open Knowledge to provide feeback on how 
datapackage-pipelines can better fascilitate science.
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